Echoing previous studies, we found that around 1 in 5 patients diagnosed with schizophrenia were eventually prescribed clozapine, with an over-representation of males and those with a younger onset of psychosis. The annual probability of being prescribed clozapine was highest within the first year (probability of 0.11, 95% confidence interval of 0.093-0.13), compared to 0.018 (0.012-0.024) between years 1 and 5, and 0.006 (0-0.019) after 5 years. There were no differences in age at psychosis onset or gender related to the onset of treatment resistance. A similar pattern was observed in a subgroup of 230 patients discharged from an early intervention ward with a diagnosis of non-affective first episode of psychosis. Discussion: Our results highlight that treatment resistance is frequently present from the onset of psychosis. Future studies will shed light on the possible different clinical and neurobiological characteristics of this subtype of psychosis.
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Background: Discontinuation of antipsychotics in patients with schizophrenia has increasing attention as a representative treatment effectiveness of the medication. The objective of present study is to determine which antipsychotic medication is highly effective in a real-world clinical setting considering adjuvant pharmacotherapy over a 10-year follow-up period. Methods: A total of 2300 patients with schizophrenia were recruited at the Seoul National University Hospital, and participants received amisulpride, aripiprazole, clozapine, haloperidol, olanzapine, paliperidone, quetiapine, risperidone, ziprasidone for up to 10-years. Time-to-discontinuation of antipsychotic medications was analyzed using Kaplan-Meier survival analyses. Group differences were compared using log-rank tests. 2) p-CZP showed correlations with OCEC in delta and alpha, OTEC in delta, OCEOP in theta, OTEF in alpha, and OOPEF in gamma band in COH, and OOPEOP in beta band in PLV. 3) p-NCZP showed correlations with ETEOP in delta, theta, and gamma, OCEC in delta and alpha, OFOC and OCEOP in delta, OFET and OTET in alpha, OCEF in beta, OOPEC in gamma band in COH, and with ETEOP in delta, theta, and beta, OTET and OCEC in alpha, OCEF in beta band in PLV. 4) CZP dose showed correlations with ETEC in beta and gamma, ETEOP in theta, OCEF in alpha, OTET in beta, OOPEF and OOPET in gamma band in COH, and with OTET in alpha and beta, ETEOP in theta, OTEOP in alpha, ETEC in beta, OFOC in gamma band in PLV. 5) PANSS-T showed correlations with OFEOP and EFEOP in alpha, OCEOP in beta, OTOC and OTEF in gamma band in COH, and with OTEF in beta and gamma, OFET in delta, OOPEF in beta, OTOC and OCEOP in gamma band in PLV. 6) PANSS-C showed correlations with EFEOP in delta, theta, alpha, and beta, OOPEOP in delta, alpha, and beta, OFET and OTEF both in alpha and beta, OOPEF in delta, OFEOP in alpha, OFEC and OCEOP in beta, OTOC in gamma band in COH, and with EFEOP in theta, alpha, and beta, OFEOP and OOPEOP both in alpha and beta, OFET in delta and beta, OTOC, OOPEF, OOPEOP in beta, OTOC and OCEOP in PLV. 7) PANSS-T and -C showed no correlations with p-CZP, p-NCZP and CZP dose. 8) However, the clinical and drug variables showed significant simultaneous correlation with certain functional connectivity, but sometimes the direction correlation was opposite. Discussion: The relationship between functional connectivity and clozapine parameters seems to demonstrate inter-and intra-hemispheric connections in brain regions. However, there were same and/or opposite directions of correlations between COH and PLV dependent EEG band frequencies and clinical and drug variables. Taken together, investigating the functional connectivity with COH and PLV could give the information about p-CZP and p-NCZP before the laboratory reports, the degree of psychopathology in patients with schizophrenia under CZP, and the differentiations of surface symptoms whether derived from pathophysiology of schizophrenia or from clozapine effects. 
